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 FROM CLO'S DESK 

AWARDS AND HONOURS

Joyita Sanyal II 

A was awarded National Merit Certificate 

for a drawing on national symbols.

Arpita of class II A stood 2nd in ranking in 

Inter School Ambedkar Painting 

Competition held in Patna in her category.

Patna

The winter often reminds me of the last lines of Shelly's poem, "Ode to the West Wind."- 

If Winter Comes Can Spring be far behind? 

The line is an epitome of optimism ad positive thinking. Though for the present the cold winter be 

the ruler all around, yet the very approach of winter means the impending arrival of the spring 

season soon after winter. We must have a rm belief in the goodness of things and have a strong 

self-condence. There is no occa-sion for feeling dismayed. The best attitude in life is that of an 

optimistic stoic. Joys and sorrows should be treated in their own stride. They should be given equal treatment. Thus, 

we must rest assured that our sorrows, if any, are short-lived and a period of joy awaits us. Such thinking will always 

maintain our poise and peace of mind. 

With these positive thoughts, enjoy and welcome the winter! 

Warm regards

Ms. Nishi Singh

CLO'S DESK  
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MUSING OF THE MONTH

Treating things well, with care, is also a sign of respect to those who cannot enjoy such things, and who – given the 

chance – would surely treat them well. 

UP COMING EVENTS

Ÿ PTM - CLASSES I TO V - 8 DEC 18

Ÿ MWS CHRISTMAS CARNIVAL - 25 DEC 18

The assembly was presented by 

the teachers for the student to 

celebrate Children's Day.

 10th November (Special assembly)  9th November (Cricket Match)  3rd November (Special Assembly) 

Special assembly was put up by 

classes I and II spreading the 

message of celebrating Green 

Diwali.  

Cricket match between teachers 

and students followed by a  

lunch was organized to celebrate 

Children's Day.

An inter house Rangoli 

competition was organized. 

children participated 

enthusiastically and the students 

of Prithvi House were the 

winners. 

30th  October (Rangoli Competion) 04 November ( LM Rally)30th  October ( )Diya Decoration

An inter house Diya decoration 

competition took place For 

classes III to V. Beautiful Diyas 

were handed over to parents as 

take away on  the day of the 

special assembly on Diwali.

Awareness rally was taken out 

by the students of LM to 

sensitize people on celebrating 

cracker free Diwali

EVENTS

Patna Patna

ROBOT THIEF

Shantam lived in a lovely, futuristic house, which had everything one could ever want. He was pleased when his parents 

bought him the latest model of butler robot. As soon as it arrived, off it went; cooking, cleaning, ironing, and - most 

importantly gathering up old clothes from Shantam's bedroom floor. On that first day, when he woke up the next 

morning, everything was perfectly clean and tidy in his room. Shantam couldn't find his favourite T-shirt, nor his favorite 

toy. However much he searched, two items did not reappear, and the same was starting to happen with other things. He 

became suspicious of the robot butler and started looking at it as a thief off he went, running to his parents, to tell them 

that the butler was broken and badly programmed. Shantam asked them to have it changed. But his parents told him 

absolutely not. So Shantam needed to get some kind of proof; maybe take some hidden photos.

One day, the robot was whirring past, heard the boy's complaints. The robot returned with one of the boy's toys and 

some clothes for him. You thief! You've been stealing my stuff for weeks!" the boy answered, furiously.

"The objects were left on the floor. I therefore calculated that you did not like them. I am programmed to collect all that is 

not wanted, and at night I send it to places other humans can use it. I am a maximum efficiency machine. Were you 

unaware?" the robot said, with a certain pride. Shantam started feeling ashamed. He had spent all his life treating things 

as though they were useless.

FEATURED STORY
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Tidiness is a very important virtue that helps children to order their 

thoughts and priorities.

Clutter is the source of too many problems and shameful situation.

Below are some tips on how to become tidy

Ÿ Give Items A Home. ...

Ÿ Set Tidying Goals. ...

Ÿ Always Make A Room Better Than You Found It. ...

Ÿ Don't Let Things Pile Up. ...

Ÿ Put things away after using them. ...

Ÿ If you notice something broken and know you won't repair it (be honest 

you probably won't),then discard it immediately.

Ÿ Be alert for anything not used or loved, discard or donate it 

immediately.

HABITS

“Believe in yourself and all, that you, know that there is something inside 

you that is greater than any obstacle” – Christian D Larson 

Greetings to all the readers of this newsletter .we have taken a baby step to 

compile and deliver the first edition of school newsletter. It is a small effort 

to connect school to home and acquaint you all with the school activities. 

This platform is intended to be a medium of sharing values, thought and 

creative expressions of our students. It is meant to keep you abreast with 

campus activities.

Wising you luck to conquer both internal and external obstacles. Looking 

forward to creative expressions on the topic  “New Year”

Parimal Mishra ( Science Deptt.) and the Editorial Team Bina Jha (Hindi), 

Priyanka Singh (Maths), Ruby Tiwary and Manisha (English) 

Layout credit—Faizur Rahman  (ICT Deptt.)

EDITORIAL

SKETCH-O-PAINT
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Food is nourishment for healthy body in which resides  healthy mind, To inculcate healthy eating habits in children 

we have assorted a menu from December and we seek your support to implement it as follows:- 

Monday - Egg Fried Rice and Carrot Salad

Tuesday - Stuffed Paratha with Peanut Chutney

Wednesday - Paneer Roll with Spicy Corn/ Sprout

Thursday - Mixed Veg Roll with Halwa 

Friday - Paratha with Green Vegetables and Gulab Jamun

Saturday - As per the day's routine 

Eat Healthy Stay Healthy 

PARENTS CONNECT

Let's Build Snowman!

The children of Lakeville Elementary wait patiently every year for the first snow of the winter season. This year, it 

came in the middle of December! Every child looked out the window that morning and smiled! Especially Tina.

Tina loves to build snowman , she builds one snowman everyday. As soon as Tina saw the snow , she ran around the 

house together to search for the items she will need to decorate it.

First Tina rolled one large ball of snow . then she rolled two more . once she had three balls of snow , she put one on 

top of each other. Next, Tina used coal to make button and then some to make eyes. To complete the face, Tina found 

twigs in her backyard to make two arms. Lastly , Tina used a purple hat and a scarf and placed it on the snowman. 

Her snowman was complete .

Tina ran inside the house to get her parents. She showed her amazing snowman to her mother and father she build all 

by herself. This was the best first snowy day

A STORY 

BY- PRAGYA SINGH

THE SCRIBBLES

Patna

A WINTRY NIGHT                                                 

“ Smooth and clean 

And frosty white

The world looks good 

enough to bite.

That's the season 

To be young

Catching snowflakes

On your tongue”

BY—VERTIKA KASHYAP    

VI A

WINTER

Our street is dead and lazy 

Especially in winter 

In the morning you wake up

And lying there 

Saying nothing, huddled

Under its white 

But soon the Lorries arrive 

Like angry mums,

Pull back the blankets

And send it shivering

Off to work

BY- PRAGYA SINGH

TkkM+s dh rks gS ckr fujkyh

TkkM+s dh rks gS ckr fujkyh
[ksy dk eSnku jgrk gS [kkyh
lkjs fleVs jtkbZ esa
[ksy tkrh [kVkbZ esa
[kkyh eSnku esa nkSM+w¡ ljiV
gksrh ugha fdlh ls [kViV
tkM+s esa ihrk gw¡ dkgok
ml ij ls xktj dk gyok
lksprs gh eq¡g ls vkrk gS ikuh
tkM+s dh rks gS ckr fujkyh

BY—Angel    
IV A

POETRY




